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i know some of you are going to be like "blasphemy!" for this one, but
please keep in mind that its not what you know, its what you do. a
monika cosplay is something that a lot of people will simply not be

able to do, and thats not because its hard to do, its because its seen
as not appropriate. the same can be said for a lot of other female

characters, and believe me, i know. but all that is, is simply because
people dont know what to do with them. this is the first cosplay that
ive seen that i actually wanted to do myself. i was always going to
cosplay a character, but i never thought it would be sailor neptune.
the reason i chose her is because i thought that the character would
be easy to do, because of her simple design. unfortunately, i got a bit
over-ambitious and ended up making a cosplay that was too big for

me, and also wasnt very well made. but, i still think that i did a pretty
good job on the outfit, even if its a bit messed up. and if you know

anything about cosplays, youll know that i have been a sailor neptune
fan since i was a little girl, so i spent a long time on this cosplay, and i

love the way it turned out. all in all, the costume itself was fun to
make, and i think i learned a lot about myself making it. this is the

first cosplay that ive done in a long time, and i have to say that i was
extremely happy with how this came out. its not a cosplay that i think
that i will wear out in public, but i am glad that i had the opportunity
to wear it. the most notable thing that i learned from this cosplay is

that i need to draw more of a traditional look on my characters.
although i love my modern designs, i need to start drawing more
traditional designs, and i think that this is the start of me making

more traditional designs.
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